The following is a presentation of data showing annual operations (totals and trends) for three
Delta hub airports in the middle part of the U.S., at Detroit, Cincinnati, and Memphis. All data
was copied from FAA’s ATADS system.
Here is a screencap showing data for one of the current Delta hubs, Detroit:

Look at the green text column, showing commercial operations (COMM). Peak year was 2005.
Notice the declines since 2012, from 422K to 387K in 2016, a drop of 35K commercial ops. Did
‘demand’ for air travel in/out of the Detroit area drop that much in those years? Of course not.
Rather, the airlines chose to reallocate assets (aircraft, crews, and scheduled flights) to other
hubs.
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Here is another screencap, for another Delta-dominated hub, in Memphis:

This example is a little more complicated, because of FedEx. FAA’s ‘commercial ops’ counts
include not just passenger flights but also cargo flights, and KMEM is the home hub for FedEx.
But, since air cargo has been a strong industry, the substantial declines in commercial operations
(see the red boxed percentage drops, especially 2011-2014) generally reflect a withdrawal of
operating assets by Delta and Delta’s feeders. As above, ask yourself: did ‘demand’ for air travel
in/out of the Memphis area drop that much in those years? Of course not. This is another
example of how airlines, in this case Delta, drive operational growth (and decline) for profit
margins, via the hubbing model. This has NOTHING to do with real passenger demand.
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OK, here is one more example related to Delta, and this is the most extreme case. Once upon a
time, one of the busiest hubs in the U.S. was serving the Cincinnati area, via an airport in nearby
Covington, KY [KCVG]. The airport was a near-total monopoly hub for Delta. Enormous federal
funds were spent developing terminals and multiple parallel runways, just like is going on now at
Seattle. Then, one day, Delta decided to leave; well, they did not totally leave as Delta still had
nearly 100% of all flights in December 2013, but they scaled down immensely. Perhaps the
airport authority was asking for too much, and perhaps other airport authorities were offering tax
incentives and other sweet deals, so Delta chose to move most of their hub operations elsewhere.
Flights in 2017 were down 71% from the peak year, 2004. Here’s the KCVG ATADS screencap:

Check out the year-to-year COMM change column. It shows how this hub exploded in growth
throughout the 1990s, and it shows a total recovery – and continued growth – after the decline in
2001 (related to 9/11). And then, it shows the hub withdrawal by Delta. This airport peaked at
507K commercial ops in 2004 (which is 24% MORE OPS than the 409K at SeaTac in 2016!),
but declined 69% to a mere 127K commercial operations in 2015. Look a little further in time
and note that, in the next two years, KCVG commercial ops have recovered somewhat, regaining
10% in 2016 alone. Now, one more time, ask yourself: did the good people in the Cincinnati area
lose their ‘demand’ for air travel over that decade and are they suddenly regaining a hunger for
air travel? Of course not.
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